Exploration of hybrid nanocarbon composite with polylactic acid for packaging applications.
Polylactic acid (PLA) nanocomposite films were fabricated with graphene oxide (GO) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) as a hybrid-co-fillers with GOCNT fraction varying from 0.05 to 0.4% by weight. The effect of the GOCNT on the physical, thermal, morphological, gas permeation, and optical properties was investigated. The X-ray diffraction test reveals no restacking and coagulation of GOCNT in the composite films. Differential Scanning Calorimetry analysis shows an insignificant shift of glass transition and melting temperature but enhanced crystallization resulting from the existence of GOCNT as a nucleating agent. Scanning Electron Microscope scans indicate GOCNT embedded homogeneously without considerable aggregates in the PLA. Transmission of ultraviolet-visible radiation decreases to 30% with increasing fraction of GOCNT while Oxygen Transmission Rate diminishes to 67% in the film. These are attributed to the tortuous pathways provided by the well-dispersed hybrid GOCNT in the PLA. Compared to the pristine PLA film, the composite film shows an increase of 75% and 130% in the tensile strength and Young's modulus, respectively. Taken together, all of these improvements observed in the hybrid GOCNT-PLA composites should provide useful guidelines in customizing designs for applications across a range of fields including packaging, life sciences, cosmetics, and conventional synthetic plastics.